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Finger Knitting
I Found the finger knitting very fun. I found it fun
because it wasn’t too complicated and it wasn't long
until I got the hang of it and started to see it come
together.
I would be interested to see what it would look like
with different thicknesses and colours of wool as I
used thin wool and I think it would look more full
and rope like with thicker wool.

Chanel Flap Bag
I researched the Chanel Flap Bag as it is a classic, original bag
and I wanted to find out more about it.
This bag is special because it was the first high end bags with a
strap so you could have your hands free. The convenience of
having a strap was soon realised so bags with straps came into
fashion.

Met Gala Outfit Design
This is my design for a dress for the
Metropolitan Gala. My design is an OPI nail
polish in a berry colour and i think it is very
unique and special.
I think this outfit is perfect for the occasion
because it is one of a kind and very unique.
The dress is the nail polish bottle and the
choker is the screw, which the lid is secured
with and the head piece is the lid with drips of
nail polish over the face.

Letter Room Decor
This is my letter room decoration; I did the letter ‘I’ because it is
the letter at the start of my name - Izzy.
I painted my cardboard letter a white/blue colour and then
added gold to the corners. Then, I decided to add silver and
blue gems on to the edges to make it stand out more.

Upcycled sock
I turned an old sock into a sock puppet using googly
eyes and a bit of felt as a tongue. It has a better use
now because it wasn’t being worn and now when
small children come over (when lockdown is over)
they have another toy to play with.

